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After successfully managing other Water & Gas companies operations, Water Co’s new Strategic 
Direction was  to  focus on the core water business servicing their 3.2 million customers. They 
set themselves the business challenge of                                                                                     
moving from a laggard, in terms of industry                                                                             
performance and service, to become the                                                                                       
highest performing water company in the UK.                                                                                  
They identified the need to become more                                                                                      
customer-centric, more process-centric                                                                                          
and more efficient in order to achieve this.

• Defined the Water C0 Process  Model which provided end to end clarity & the organisations 
prioritisation structure

• Developed a Business Excellence Framework and Methodology with the internal teams, 
creating an approach to develop individuals  & transfer learning

• Appointed Process Ownership roles which delivered engagement along side strategic focus & 
clarity

• Deployed full method & approach with core teams who benefited from  experiential learning
along side tailored training & coaching

• Sustained the new ways of working through robust, consistent management processes 
across the organisation

 £1.1m extra sales from missing meters

 £5m in capital expenditure savings

 £1.2 m in operational expenditure 

savings

 Customer services complaints reduced and 

backlog removed

 OFWAT service level agreement improved

 Customer satisfaction increased to its highest 

ever

 Investigation for contamination down by 29%

 Proactive maintenance improvement to 93% 

across target sites

 Key  management process now have 

‘owners’ and are streamlined and focused

 Front line employees skilled up to contribute 

to continuous improvement

 Ongoing  proactive targeting of cost 

avoidance

 PDCA cycles integral to all management and 

local team reviews

‘We wanted a lean 
method that was 
flexible and we could 
articulate exactly what 
it would mean not just 
to senior managers 
and directors but 
down at the shopfloor. 
S A could provide that’

Manager
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What we did and found?

How we progressed the client on their journey Summary & next steps
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A ‘pilot to prove’ project was run in the ‘customer to cash’ process. This revealed the size of the opportunity for improvement. The pilot led to the prioritisation of a number of 
workstreams which covered all key business processes. A model for these workstreams was established, based on the key steps of mobilising, diagnosing, implementing and 
embedding, with a PDCA methodology applied at each phase.

We carried out Big Picture Mapping, along with a tailored suite of tools  across the end to end Business Processes determined by Waterco’s process model:

• Huge amounts of waste at process and organisational boundaries

• A lack of overall ownership and management of assets and accountability for the whole life asset performance

• Back office processes having a significant impact on negative customer service; namely a lack of ownership, taking too long to resolve queries and complaints resulting in 

repeat contacts

• Inconsistent deployment of the overall business strategic objectives and management process through all layers of the business, with a lack of alignment of KPI’s

• Big problems being solved through projects, whilst smaller incremental problems were left unresolved and un-owned, often for years

Watercos’ programme was significant in scale and it was clear that several key business processes would need to be diagnosed and improved in parallel.  We also looked at the 
company’s strategy and its’ current performance against key measures used by the company and by OFWAT to track its success.  We established which processes, when improved, 
would have the most significant impact in achieving their ambition. Implementing change through process excellence against a clear process framework enabled Waterco to:

• prioritise their efforts

• develop clarity of ownership and leadership

• move away from organisational hierarchy

• decouple improvement from organisational change

• The work carried out proved to be a catalyst for developing a 
‘new way of working’. 

• The way of working incorporated the consideration of multiple 
processes, involvement of SME’s in continuous improvement 
and the alignment of organisational strategy with organisational 
and individual objectives.

• Developing the organisational capability was key for sustaining 
the improvement .

• The focus of the programme ongoing was around developing 
their ‘System of Improvement’    

• In all there were nine work 
streams focusing on 
various aspects of the 
business. These ranged 
form the customer facing 
process to the back 
offices and into supply 
sites..

• The process maturity 
journey refers to the 
Customer Process. 

At Waterco we 

addressed the 

entire business 

system

Year 0 Year 2 Year 3


